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It is predicted that in force microscopy the quantum uctuations responsible for the Casimir
force can be directly measured as temperature-independent force uctuations having spectral density
(27=50) h jkj, where h is Planck's constant and k is the observed change in spring constant as
the force microscope tip approaches a sample. For typical operating parameters the predicted force




Newton in one Hertz of bandwidth. The Second Law is respected
via the uctuation-dissipation theorem. For small tip-sample separations the cantilever damping is
predicted to increase as temperature is reduced, a behavior that is reminiscent of the Kondo eect.
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The Casimir force is the mean force between two objects
that is generated by quantum uctuations [1]. In a recent
review article [2], Barton notes: \It is strange that for
nearly half a century after Casimir no curiosity has been
displayed regarding the uctuations [of the Casimir force]
about the mean." This lack of curiosity is understandable
in view of the prevailing opinion, as summarized in [2],
that Casimir uctuations are \far too small to detect with
any traditionally contemplated Casimir-type apparatus."
In this article we venture a contrary prediction|that
Casimir uctuations are large enough to be directly de-
tected by force microscopes, that they provide a funda-
mental limit to the sensitivity of force microscopy, and
that this limit is stringent enough to be of substan-
tial practical consequence for biomedical instrumenta-
tion [11]. We obtain this prediction via a strategy ad-
vocated by Kupiszewska [3]:
The standard macroscopic quantum theory
for nonhomogenous media . . . refers to a med-
ium described by a constant refractive index.
Although useful for many applications, this
approach, as well as all other approaches ne-
glecting losses, is generally incorrect. It is
well known that the dielectric function must
satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relations, other-
wise causality would be violated. According
to Kramers-Kronig relations, the imaginary
part of a realistic, frequency-dependent di-
electric function must not vanish, and that
implies the dissipation of radiation energy.
Therefore, a complete theory will have to in-
clude not only the eld and the atoms, but
also a system that absorbs energy, usually
called a heat bath or reservoir.
In implementing Kupiszewska's program, we will con-
sider the two force microscope geometries shown in Fig. 1.
Both geometries assume a spherical cantilever tip. We
conne our attention to experiments conducted in vacuo
at cryogenic temperatures [11], because such experiments
FIG. 1. Two force microscope geometries: (A) vibration
normal to the sample plane; (B) vibration in the sample plane.
have the greatest force sensitivity and hence the best
chance of observing the predicted Casimir uctuations.
Our discussion centers upon four parameters which are
observed to change when the cantilever tip approaches
the sample|we wish to predict these changes. The pa-
rameters are: (1) the resonant frequency !
0
, (2) the
spring constant k, (3) the cantilever quality Q, and
(4) the force noise spectral density S
f
.
We begin by describing how these parameters are mea-
sured. In typical experiments [11], the tip is brought
near the sample and the Brownian motion x(t) of the
cantilever tip is observed interferometrically. In well-
designed experiments x(t) is dominated by thermal noise,
in the sense that non-equilibrium noise processes such as
building vibrations and interferometer shot noise have
noise temperatures that are small compared to the ambi-
ent temperature. The cantilever motion is then in ther-




T , where hx
2
i is the
mean square tip displacement, k
B
is Boltzman's con-
stant, and T is the ambient temperature. In such ex-
1
periments the autocorrelation of x(t) is exponential:
C
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According to (1), the parameters of x(t) that can be mea-




, and Q. From them, it is




with m the motional mass of the cantilever,
next verify that thermodynamic equilibrium is respected




T , and nally calculate a


























By this procedure, or inconsequential variants thereof,
the four parameters !
0
, Q, k, and S
f
are routinely mea-
sured in force microscope experiments.
The term m!
0
=Q in (2) is recognizably the damp-
ing coecient in the equation of motion of a damped
mechanical oscillator; thus (2) embodies the uctuation-
dissipation theorem [4] as it applies to force microscopy.
For tip vibration normal to the sample plane (as in
Fig. 1(A)), the spring constant k decreases as the tip ap-
proaches the sample. The main prediction of this article
is that the observed change in spring constant k will be










Then from (2) and (3), the dynamical cantilever damping
m!
0






















thus ensuring that the Casimir uctuations respect ther-




T . Note that
(3) and (4) apply only to experiments in which the tip
vibration is normal to the sample plane.
Are the predicted force uctuations large enough to
measure directly? From (3), we compute that a spring





be associated with a temperature-independent Casimir




N in one Hertz of
bandwidth. Spring constant shifts of this magnitude are
commonly observed in force microscopy. Recent exper-





N, which is approaching a sensitivity
such that the predicted Casimir force uctuations will
become the dominant noise mechanism.
To describe experiments in which tip vibration is in
the plane of the sample|as in Fig. 1(B)|we intro-
duce a length scale l dened such that an attractive
Casimir force f exerted between tip and sample gener-
ates a change in spring constant k = f=l. To calculate l
explicitly, let (z) be the modal eigenfunction of the can-
tilever, with z the coordinate along the cantilever length














Typically l=L is of order unity. Letting h be the tip-
to-sample separation distance, the predicted increase in









There is no minus sign in this equation, in contrast to (3),
because the end-on geometry shown in Fig. 1(B) yields a
positive k as the tip approaches the sample, due to the
attractive nature of the Casimir force. Then (2) and (6)
























Note that predictions (3{4) and (6{7) involve only rou-
tinely measured experimental quantities and Planck's
constant|there are no model-dependent parameters.
Assuming k is independent of temperature to lead-
ing order|which is a reasonable assumption for Casimir
forces|the predicted cantilever damping varies inversely
with temperature, according to (4) and (7). Such inverse
relations are uncommon in physics but they are not un-
known; the Kondo eect is an example.
It remains only to derive (3) and (6) by the program of
Kupiszewska. We will not hesitate to make brutal simpli-
fying approximations along the way, with a view toward
obtaining results in closed form. Furthermore, we will
nesse various model-dependent parameters by showing
that they appear in S
f
and k in such a manner that
the ratio S
f
=(k) is parameter-independent. By this
strategy we can reasonably hope to obtain nal results
which have broader validity than the underlying model
from which they derive.
Following Kupiszewska [3], we model individual atoms
as independent harmonic oscillators. By an appropriate
scaling of variables the interaction of a tip atom a with a

















































dipole coupling whose strength and spatial dependence
are discussed later. We specify the heat bath as the
unique independent oscillator (IO) heat bath model of
2
Ford et al. [5] that induces linear damping in the Heisen-













































(t) are operator-valued Langevin forces
which originate in the heat bath. We pause to state that
for any two Heisenberg-picture operators A(t) and B(t),
our conventions for correlation, expectation, and power





















with h i an expectation over heat bath variables. Then as
shown by Ford et al. [5], the assumption of linear damp-

























The resulting model of atomic uctuations resembles Ku-
piszewska's model of gauge eld uctuations quite closely.
Kupiszewska's model integrates over matter elds to ob-
tain equations in which only gauge elds appear. Our
strategy is the opposite: we have integrated over the lon-
gitudinal gauge elds which generate the atomic dipole
coupling [6], such that (9{11) contain only matter elds.
The two approaches are formally equivalent, because in
the real world gauge uctuations and matter uctuations
are inseparable, such that either can be regarded as the
fundamental dynamical variable. Kupiszewska's model
is primarily a vehicle for studying dispersive corrections
to eld-theoretic models. To this end, his model is one-
dimensional, encompasses only transverse photons, and
does not treat force uctuations. In contrast, our atomic
model is three-dimensional, encompasses only longitu-
dinal photons|which dominate at close range|and is
specically focused on force uctuations.
We now wish to compute the pairwise force f
ab
between
two atoms, the associated spring constant k
ab
, and the
force spectral density S
f
ab
(!) in the !! 0 limit appro-
priate to force microscopy. These quantities are specied

























































































(). For our purposes it suf-
ces to determine these quantities to leading and next-







Using Fourier methods as described in [5] and [7],





























































































i that exactly agrees
with the result computed from the ground state of the
Hamiltonian (8) with the heat bath omitted. We thus
establish that heat bath damping does not alter the in-
teratomic Casimir force in leading order.
The Gaussian property of the Langevin forces, as dis-
cussed by Ford et al. [5], allows the autocorrelation in































() is calculated by solving (9{11) in the
Fourier domain in a manner that precisely parallels the

































































































is assumed real and positive,

















in (18) can be proved to
















). This term there-
fore describes squeezing of the quantum zero-point mo-
tion by the heat bath damping|a phenomenon which
is physically reasonable. Numerical comparison of (18)
and (19) establishes that squeezing is a reasonably small







The engineering import of (19) is that even at zero tem-
perature, where classical oscillators exhibit zero noise,








quantum oscillator carries h=2 of noise power within a
bandwidth  
a
centered on a carrier frequency !
a
.





are distributed over a broad range. For algebraic conve-






































































































(0), with no reference








Since each atom in our model is coupled to an inde-
pendent heat bath, and is dynamically independent of
adjacent atoms, we can sum the atomic force interac-
tions pairwise by integrating over the tip and sample
volumes. We specify that the tip and sample atoms have
















the atomic separation vector
and  the strength of the dipole interaction. We need







g because they cancel in the nal results.
Substituting (21{22) into (12{14) and integrating over
the tip geometry of Fig. 1, we obtain the total tip-sample







































































Here n^ is a unit vector normal to the sample surface, h is













is an outer product. It can be shown that (23)
corresponds to a Casimir force per unit area proportional
to 1=h
3
, as expected for nonretarded interactions. We
note in (25) that vertical force uctuations carry precisely
24 times the noise power of transverse force uctuations.
With the neglect of O(h=r) terms, as is reasonable for
close tip-sample approach, our main results (3{4) and
(6{7) follow immediately. As intended, the sole surviving
model parameter is the ambient temperature T .
Arguably the two least realistic assumptions of our
model are the coupling of each atom to an independent
heat bath and the assumed dynamical independence of
adjacent atoms. The path to a more realistic model is
clear, but arduous and theoretically challenging. The
heat bath model should be improved to describe realis-
tic phonon and conduction band degrees of freedom, and
electronic degrees of freedom in adjacent atoms should be
realistically coupled. Both gauge elds and matter elds
should be explicitly included in the Hamiltonian as in the
pioneering article of Kupiszewska [3]. The resulting eld
equations should be solved for realistic tip-sample ge-
ometries. Force uctuations should be computed by the
eld-theoretic methods pioneered by Barton [9,10]. Ide-
ally, the results should explicitly respect the uctuation-
dissipation theorem and should be expressed in a simple
and physically transparent form.
Meeting these challenges will not be easy. Yet if the
predictions of this article are experimentally conrmed,
such that Casimir eects set the practical limits to force
microscope sensitivity, then achieving a realistic under-
standing of these eects will become a matter of urgent
practical consequence, in particular to the biomedical re-
search community [11]. And if the predictions of this
article are not conrmed, the question will be: why not?
In either event, it is certain that Casimir eects will con-
tinue to engage and delight the imaginations of the physi-
cists and engineers in coming decades.
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